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Abstract
Beginning with Adrienne Rich’s work Of Woman Born (1986), writing about maternal theory and the
experience of motherhood abounds (Joyce Trebilcot 1984; Andrea O’Reilly 2007), and there is a growing
canon of theory about mother blaming (Molly Ladd-Taylor and Laurie Umansky 1998; Paula J Caplan
2000; O’Reilly 2006.) Comics’ literature provides a different approach to maternal studies. A history of
female comics’ heroes acknowledges their maternal values in the way they rule their worlds (Mike
Madrid 2009.) 1960s film goddess Elasti-girl may grow fifty feet and, equal to any man, catch a missile in
one hand; but Alison Bechdel’s headstrong cast of queers (2000) will explode the missile and Elasti-girl
safely, to save the world from patriarchy’s super heroes. The contemporary heroes I am most interested in
are lesbian mothers. Theory about lesbian motherhood exists, but explicit maternal experience in comics
remains uncommon – except as incidental to several characters in Bechdel’s cast – and a comic dealing
specifically with lesbian mothering of daughters and mother blaming, does not exist. Concurrent with
maternal theory and comics’ creation, women’s life-writing is also a growing trend. Hélène Cixous (2007)
talks at the intersection of life experience, the body and language, about writing from and about her life.
She uses metaphor to make complex reflections accessible to readers, and metaphor operates similarly in
comics and in trauma memory. Grounded in Cathy Caruth’s (1996) theories of trauma, narrative and
history, and Giles Deleuze’s theories of affect (1997) my project explores artistic form, specifically
comics, as vehicle for rendering metaphor, traumatic memory and affect visible. At the intersection of
theory and life practice, it examines mother blaming as a phenomenon that changes with the times in its
insidious need to see mothers as the single driver of influences impacting their children’s behavior and
life function, and to make the personal political through the collision of worlds that disrupt the hegemony
of mothers as institutions, with theories that attempt to explain them.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As a child I was intrigued by Rupert Bear annuals I received as gifts. The popular comic features
a small white-faced bear in a red sweater and yellow pants, who experiences fantastic and
magical adventures, usually occurring when he sets out on an errand somewhere for his mother. I
could spend hours in the pages of these annuals fascinated equally by the tiny squares containing
the images, as by the economy of language used in telling the stories. I was totally intrigued by
how much information was provided on a single page as my eyes and my mind worked back and
forth between the pictures and the words to make sense of it all. Ironically, my interest never
transitioned to super hero comics or to teen-age romance comics. Instead I turned at a very young
age to writing my own funny stories with accompanying pictures, and as a young teen-ager to
writing poetry.
The question one might ask is what has this trauma project to do with Rupert and his
miraculous tales? And what has any of this to do with metaphor, embodiment, performance, or
affect? The answer is that as a child I was exploring Rupert’s fantasy adventures and his
relationship with his mother just as in A Trauma of Two Mothers I am exploring certain trauma
memories and specific mothering relationships. In both my experience of reading Rupert and of
creating my comic, I am putting myself inside different spacial realities, different temporalities,
and different personas, in attempts to find meaning. I am also travelling into formal structures of
frames and gutters that accommodate shifts in space and time while imposing order so the stories
still make sense and are believable. I am interested in the form the story telling takes, what is at
work in creating the comic, this merging of metaphor, trauma memory and comics form.
I bring to the writing of trauma comics and to their critique a plethora of life experience; and
academic research. Considering mothering models and the social/cultural implications of
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mothering for the critical essay on A Trauma of Two Mothers led me to search the literature.
What I found in my search was somewhat surprising. There is very limited literature about
lesbian mothering, even less about lesbian co-mothering, and nothing about a lesbian comothering situation where the birth or biological (I use these terms for clarification) mother is
addicted, violent and abusing her children physically and/or emotionally. Most of the literature is
about heterosexual parents where the father is the abuser. In lesbian co-mothering situations the
step or non-birth/biological mother is generally the abuser. There is obviously much work to be
done in this field. In critiquing the comic I use scholarly references that illustrate limited
understanding of aspects of lesbian co-mothering including: mothering after childhood abuse,
mothering and addiction, and mothering and domestic violence. The references help foreground
little understood mothering models, and the multiple societal and cultural issues impacting the
practice of mothering. In the microcosm illustrated by A Trauma of Two Mothers intersecting
issues and relationships create a shifting centre. The narrative voice moves back and forth
between innocence and understanding to illustrate a kind of powerlessness.
My aim in creating A Trauma of Two Mothers was to step back from the arena of moral
judgment, and away from what Alice Walker in her text In Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens calls
“the narrowed and narrowing view of life that often wins” (5) in our society. In revealing the
intricate relationships in the comic I hope to weave a narrative path through some sensitive terrain
that still seems little understood by experts, and not well represented in the literature. Viewed
narrowly, A Trauma of Two Mothers is about failure – failed attempts at living and failed
attempts at dying – and about aspects of life, culture, and society historically marked by stigma
and silence. The comic is meant as an appreciation of a series of lives reflected in an attempt to
understand them. Walker describes appreciating art or life as “connections made, or at least
attempted, where none existed before, the straining to encompass in one’s glance at the varied
world, the common thread, the unifying theme through immense diversity, a fearlessness of
2

growth, of search, of looking, that enlarges the private and public world” (5). Walker was
describing a larger world and a larger history, but I think the allusion applies to my way of
looking at the microcosm represented in A Trauma of Two Mothers. Without an appreciation for
the complexity of the story’s structure the tendency might be to annihilate, lop off parts of people
and chapters of their stories, to make them in our image or to reject them. Child abuse and
domestic violence are never justified, but they are products of a social system that places extreme
burdens on mothers collectively and places small value on some of the individuals in that group,
especially those who struggle to survive.
The narrative voice in A Trauma of Two Mothers works with the comics form to contain a
narrative that otherwise defies structure and lacks meaning. The narrator directs the action,
grounding swiftly changing narrative detail in common places like living rooms, therapists’
offices, court rooms, a hospital, a woman’s shelter, and a police station, as the action moves
abstractly from death, to birth, to insanity, to physical violence, to suicide, to drunken neglect, to
desperation and rescue, and finally to a place of rest or reprieve. The narrator distances herself
from the events in her descriptions of them, allowing the story to unfold in dimensions that are
not filtered through her emotional response. Her embodied responses to events lead her to action
that initiates change.
A Trauma of Two Mothers is a dramatic portrayal of real-life events, framed by violence.
There remains throughout the comic a sense of childlike whimsy or timelessness, but also the hint
of ever-present chaos and danger. Mine is an uncomfortable story but one that needs to be told if
only to bring important social issues to a greater consciousness and to move the accepted
discourse about lesbian relationships beyond coming out stories, and controversial gender role
analysis. Queer culture has historically been exiled to the outer limits of society and viewed as
reason in itself for its members’ personal and social issues. But is this the case? A Trauma of Two
Mothers is about personal struggles to survive. The comic offers a critique of social issues
3

initiated through questionable mothering practices and the abuse cycle they feed. Lesbianism is
normalized in the comic – it is not the root of the issues nor is it considered in outcomes or
solutions. Lesbianism just is. According to Mary Leech in her essay “That’s Not Funny: Comic
Forms, Didactic Purpose, and Physical Injury in Medieval Comic Tales”, comedic drama
“challenges the audience to examine what it values and [to] become more thoughtful about its
principles” (106). A Trauma of Two Mothers does the same. The comic weaves a non-threatening
path between life and death, between fact and fiction, between reality and illusion, between sanity
and insanity in a tragic story of mothers impacted by mental health issues, addiction, violence,
and abuse.
Although there is no literal stage in comics, the stories are rolled out in frames or scenes
like a drama; the laughable characters themselves – in this case stick people – distance the
audience from the experiences portrayed. These character depictions reflect embodied experience,
expected responses to trauma. The characters are defined by their actions. The visual icons,
factual details and conversations inside the frames need to be interpreted alongside the narrated
text to get the full impact of the story. Comedic actions – existing inside a bubble and leaving
earth in a hot air balloon – where the icons seem incongruous, and an allusion to Alice in
Wonderland, provide more comic relief, another level of narrative that takes the reader to less
threatening territory if only for an instant before moving back into the violence in other frames.
The experience in A Trauma of Two Mothers is my experience and in sharing my experience I am
acting as testimony to my own witness of incidents that come together in a work of art. The art
work, the comic itself, happens in the performative moment, somewhere between what I am
saying and what I have said. Derek Attridge in his essay “Once More With Feeling: Art, Affect
and Performance”, claims that art as event “brings the other into the field of the same, in the
experience of the reader, listener or viewer (and, multiplied – with variations – across multiple
readers, listeners, and viewers, may be said to have a similar effect upon the culture)” (332). My
4

hope by transforming lived experience into works of art is that when shared they might lead some
to ask, “What’s going on here, and how does this involve me?”

5

Chapter 2
Literature Review
Does anybody write the truth? Is there more truth in life writing than in works of fiction? Of
poetry? In comics? In the very early stages of applying to Cultural Studies I read Héléne Cixous’s
rootprints: Memory and Life Writing, an interview between Cixous and Mireille Calle-Gruber. In
this text, Cixous talks at the intersection of life experience, the body and language, about writing
from and about her life. She sees purposeful living and writing as working to facilitate change or
metamorphosis. Metaphor is the convention Cixous uses to make her complex reflections
accessible to us as readers; and metaphor operates similarly in comics, in poetry and in trauma
memory as I will show in my project.
According to Arnold Modell in his essay, “The Synergy of Memory, Affects and
Metaphor,” traumatic memory exists between the traumatic event, and present memory of the
event, and similarly metaphor exists between one incident and the meaning of another incident in
the present. Our need to organize experience refers to both the inner and external environment.
We use metaphor to organize experience that may not be fully defined or understood.
In trauma art, metaphors defy static meaning creating affect instead. In Essays Critical
and Clinical, Gilles Deleuze understands affect in terms of power, as describing the passage from
one state to another, as an intensity indexing the body’s encounter with the event, its shattering
ability to go its own way. It is transformative, metaphorical; it organizes bodily sensations and
facilitates a change from one thing to another. Like traumatic memory and metaphor, affect is a
state, a movement between what was and what is, a becoming. And embodiment is a key
convention in comics where drawn characters and their actions work with the written text to
convey meaning or story.

6

In his introduction to Best American Comics, cartoonist Chris Ware suggests that comics
itself is “a possible metaphor for memory and recollection” (xxii). In his work Understanding
Comics, comics artist and theorist Scott McCloud suggests that comic[s] panels fracture both time
and space, offering a jagged staccato rhythm of unconnected moments. In this sense, comics
provides an episodic rather than an epic narrative and a ready vehicle for metaphor and traumatic
memory.
Traumatic images according to Jill Bennett in her book Empathic Vision: Affect, Trauma
and Contemporary Art, deal not simply with a past event or with the objects of memory but with
the present experience of the memory. In “Comic Forms and Narrating Lives” Hilary Chute
agrees with both Ware and Bennett when she claiming that comics can express life stories,
especially traumatic ones, powerfully because it makes literal the presence of the past by
disrupting spatial and temporal conventions to overlay or redefine without changing both past and
present. Comics conventions reflect this kind of dream-like movement characteristic of both
metaphor and traumatic memory through the way space is delineated on the page, and the
narrator’s ability to move through or freeze time.
Comics also has a performative aspect – the trauma comic itself happens in the
performative moment, somewhere between what the narrator is saying and the point where it has
been said. This idea of performance supports Lisa Blackman’s and Couze Venn’s theory of affect
developed in their essay “Affect” describing bodies as processes gesturing towards something
that perhaps escapes or remains in excess of the practices of the speaking subject.
The ideas of body and embodied experience in my comics are conflated and understated
– the characters are stick people, literally bodies without organs. This idea of organ-less bodies is
crucial to Deleuze’s theory of affect according to Simon O’Sullivan in his essay “The Aesthetics
of Affect: Thinking Beyond Art Representation.” For him, there are as many different strategies
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for assessing affect as there are subjects. … it is a question of making yourself a body without
organs not just reading about the body without organs.
Building on the philosophy of Deleuze, Bennett uses a theory based on the work of
French poet and Holocaust survivor Charlotte Delbo to situate traumatic memory in collision
between the victim’s common memory – the language that enables narrative memory to be
understood from the past – and sense memory – the memory that registers the physical imprint of
the event and is always in the present. Again this reflects how Cixous interprets her life as
experienced in her dreams.
Traumatic memory happens in this collision of memory inside the frames of trauma
comics, while the gutters or space between frames serve to distance the reader from the trauma,
offering protection from being traumatized by the imagery as they construct their narrative.
Bennett quotes Dominick LaCapra insisting that gutters facilitate virtual not vicarious experience
in which emotional response comes with respect for the other and the realization that the
experience of the other is not one’s own. Gutters facilitate readers’ translations of comics
narrative allowing them to move outside the events unfolding in frames just as Cixous moves
outside actual lived experiences in interpreting her dreams.
Deleuze’s and Bennett’s collision of common and sense memory means putting an
outside and an inside into contact to enact a process of seeing feeling, and creating sensation. The
idea of bringing together insides and outsides provides us with a way of reading encounters
between sense and common memory in pictorial or performative art, ways of reading affect.
Bennett coins what she calls a coming into language when discussing trauma-related art pieces.
O’Sullivan says something similar, claiming art is a portal to a world of impermanence and
interpenetration, a molecular world of becoming. The world he calls affect is our own world seen
without the spectacles of subjectivity.

8

With reference to art O’Sullivan adds that art, whether we will it or not, continues
producing affect because after the deconstructive reading, the art object remains. He describes
affect as moments of intensity, reaction in/on the body at the level of matter or what Delueze
describes as a bloc of sensations waiting to be reactivated by a spectator or participant. In some
sense, traumatic events work the same way through memory; the event becomes the art piece that
continues producing affect.
Contemporary trauma comics provides an opportunity to recognize a new way of
conceptualizing the politics of experience. It can be seen as rhizomatic, what Simon O’Sullivan
calls anti-hierarchical and a-centered. In trauma comics the tangential moments hang in the space
between frames. According to Theresa Tensuan in her essay “Comic Visions and Revisions in the
Work of Lynda Barry and Marjane Satrapi”, contemporary comics explores the forms and
conventions associated with comics as a means of revisiting and revising the conventional
narratives that inscribe one’s political, social and gender roles.
Viewing mommy blaming through the conventions of trauma comics provides an
opportunity to look at the phenomenon for how crazy it really is, and also to explore how it works
through the lenses of politics, society, and gender. Molly Ladd-Taylor’s essay “MotherWorship/Mother-Blame” provides perspectives on the historical evolution of the good mother,
bad mother dichotomy. Then in The New Don’t Blame Mother, Paula Caplan debunks some of
the myths predicated on this historical thinking that are specific to mother-daughter relationships.

9

Chapter 3
Forward
This project engages every facet of my being, and yet for so complete an experience the project
leaves much territory unexplored, and many questions unanswered. The comic’s narrative is
personal. It contributes greatly to who I am today, including my need to rationalize apparently
senseless life events, that don’t fit ready-made paradigms and quasi molds we use to locate
experience in our society. The events I document illustrate the impact of real life incidents on my
body, my mind, and my life, as part of a dysfunctional family unit. It is my experience.
Some aspects of my project bear follow up in PhD studies including: how patriarchal
politics, social policies and institutions have failed to understand mothers and mothering practice;
whether mothering controlled by a coalition of mothers would prove any more successful, and if
not, why not; anti-racism studies, and whether my position as a white lesbian mother raised in a
lower middle class family with an alcoholic father and an unschooled mother who worked to
support her five children, represents privilege that may skew my experience in the wider cultural
paradigm; disability studies with more focus on how our ablest culture views mothers who are
differently abled; the ethics of auto ethnography in telling other people’s stories, and its
limitations in telling my story.

Note: In the literature the word “comics” is used to represent both a literary genre and more than
one comic. I use it accordingly in this project.
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Chapter 4
Trauma Memory, Metaphor, Affect, and Performance in Comics Art
Contemporary comics recognizes a new way of conceptualizing the politics of experience. In her
essay “Comic Visions and Revisions in the Work of Lynda Barry and Marjane Satrapi”, Theresa
Tensuan claims that contemporary comics explores “the forms and conventions associated with
comics as a means of revisiting and revising the conventional narratives that inscribe one’s
political, social and gender roles” (2). A Trauma of Two Mothers: How to Make Art with
Marshmallow is a glimpse of my lived co-mothering experience in a lesbian family grappling
with mental illness, addiction, violence and abuse. The story is filtered through my memory, and
predicated on mothering roles that deviate from the hegemony of both heterosexual and queer
family structures. The mothers in the story do not have a social or political contract that commits
them to each other or to the children they attempt to co-mother. They are bound in a cycle of
abuse that writes its own rules, and leaves them all traumatized.
Figure 1
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In A Trauma of Two Mothers we are given only hints of the mothers’ contexts and
histories – my infidelity to my previous partner, my other children, Anna’s abuse as a child and
subsequent neediness, the children we share, violence that transpires between us. I am the
narrator, and one of the mothers in the comic. I will refer to the narrator in third person and to
myself as a mother for clarity in this paper. The narrator in the comic places herself outside the
action, disembodied and distant, creating an agent that is acted upon, a proxy for peace and goodwill. She remains formless, a product dictated by anger, violence, psychosis, and alienation in
Anna’s life. In this chapter I will explore how trauma memory, metaphor, affect and performance
are interdependent in creating the art in my comic, A Trauma of Two Mothers: How to Make Art
with Marshmallow. I will explore comics as a metaphor for trauma memory, and my comic as a
metaphor for recovery in its visible representation of past events.
A Trauma of Two Mothers can be seen as rhizomatic, what Simon O’Sullivan in his
essay, “The Aesthetics of Affect: Thinking Beyond Art Representation”, calls anti-hierarchical
and a-centered (2002, 84). There remains throughout the comic a sense of ever-present chaos and
danger reinforced with images of war and weapons. The narrator is often lost and directionless,
thinking back to move forward, trying to make sense of a senseless world and words that fail to
provide meaning, a life that needs to be re-written in the end. There is no heroine in the comic.
The story is one of personal struggles in lives held together by fear. In the microcosm illustrated
by A Trauma of Two Mothers, intersecting issues and relationships create a shifting centre, an
abstract reality where the connections of things to each other change, where subjectivity is next to
impossible, and where understanding is fleeting and momentary. But the story represents a world
where there are constant attempts to connect one point with the other creating layers in the
narrative, planes in a hall of mirrors.
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Figure 2

In “Comic Forms and Narrating Lives”, Hilary Chute says trauma comics represents a
form where words and images work together to create “unsynthesized narrative tracks” (108) that
are independent but necessary to each other. My co-mothering relationship with Anna in A
Trauma of Two Mothers reflects this form. We walk different mothering paths, but we become
necessary to each other in maintaining a cycle of abuse. Anna and I seldom know what is real and
what is not, what to believe and what not to believe, how to separate fact from fiction in our life
narrative. The comics form captures our story, and makes literal mothering experience that would
otherwise be lost in incomprehensible details. Comics blurs the line between fact and fiction in
transcribing worldly phenomenon to create art. Comics depends on moments of presence within
the frames and absence between the frames to create the non-linear narrative that carries the
audience outside the moment, into a sense of suspended animation somewhere between the real
and the imagined.
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Figure 3

According to Jill Bennett in her book Empathic Vision: Affect, Trauma and
Contemporary Art, “the imagery of traumatic memory deals not simply with a past event or with
the objects of memory but with the present experience of memory” (24). Chute agrees with
Bennett, claiming, “[c]omics can express life stories, especially traumatic ones, powerfully
because it makes literal the presence of the past by disrupting spatial and temporal conventions to
overlay or palimpsest past and present” (109). Comics conventions reflect the kind of movement
characteristic of trauma memory through the way space is delineated on the page, and how the
narrator moves through or freezes time.
14

Figure 4
Miss JBP’s actions triggered all my buried fear of Anna. I was caught between my fear and
my need to keep Miss JBP safe.

Trauma memory exists between an event in the past and present memory of the event.
Bennett situates trauma memory in collision between the survivor’s common memory, the
language that enables narrative memory to be understood from the past, and sense memory, the
memory that registers the physical imprint of the event and is always in the present (25). The
cartoonist Chris Ware suggests that comics is “a possible metaphor for memory and recollection”
(xxii). In both trauma comics and trauma memory the senses are used to bring details of incidents
known or remembered into the present, and the event or story happens in the collision between
the two. The present is layered over the past as memories are processed or archival detail
translated and transcribed. When discussing trauma memory, in Unclaimed Experience: Trauma,
Narrative and History Cathy Caruth quotes Sigmund Freud asking, “What is the first encounter,
the real that lies behind the fantasy?” (108).This is a question most survivors, including Anna and
me, do not want to answer. We do not want to wake the fantasy we have created to protect us
from the reality of our experience. We live in unconnected moments, resting between them.

15

Gutters or spaces between frames in comics provide opportunities for audiences to insert
themselves into narratives, and draw connections between the sometimes desperate and nonlinear detail, in order to invent a coherent narrative framework. They permit audiences’ to
translate comics’ narrative, allowing them to move outside the events unfolding in frames. They
facilitate what according to Bennett, Dominick LaCapra insists must be “virtual not vicarious
experience … in which emotional response comes with respect for the other and the realization
that the experience of the other is not one’s own” (9). They allow me as the artist creating the
comic to distance myself from embodied trauma and bring the past experience into the present.
And they serve to distance the audience from the action as they construct their narratives, offering
them protection from the experience depicted inside the frames.
Figure 5

In A Trauma of Two Mothers the audience travels between the objective telling of a story
at the top of each frame, and the avatars’ subjective performance of the same story within the
same frames. The story is told by the narrator and performed simultaneously by the avatars,
creating a timeless moment somewhere in space where past and present co-exist. The narrator
weaves a story around this time travel that is as much about her failure to stop a cycle of violence
16

as about personal histories and failed social systems, but no one of these stories is self-sustaining.
Their meanings are interdependent and they define each other in relation to the whole.
In creating the comic, A Trauma of Two Mothers I needed a way to transcribe embodied
experience so audiences could understand, a way to move back and forth between the violent
wounds on my body that had healed, and the wounds on my mind that had gone deep, and could
not heal. The comic provided my prescription for reconciliation. The pictorial images and
dialogue in A Trauma of Two Mothers’ are violently grotesque in places, and fantastical in others.
They accost the audience with inescapable and sometimes unbelievable realities. The avatars’
performances represent the events that create the survivors’ trauma. The comic’s passive past
tense narration is in direct contrast to the graphic action and dialogue. The contrast between the
passive narrative and active rendering intensifies the audience’s experience, involves them in the
artist’s trauma memory.
The narrative voice in A Trauma of Two Mothers illustrates how difficult it is to capture
the complexity of trauma memory, and what Julie Salverson in her essay “Taking Liberties: A
Theatre Class of Foolish Witnesses” calls “the impossibility of witnessing” (250) embodied
traumatic experience. Trauma is psychological – what Caruth calls “wound[s] inflicted not upon
the body but upon the mind” (3). To witness is to remember, and trauma memory demands that
the past traumatic incident be brought into the present. This is not easy. The events in A Trauma
of Two Mothers are physical and graphic. The affect is processed through my body and through
my memory, my recollection of the experience at the moment of creating the comic. We cannot
witness trauma except in its interpretation. However, we can experience the impact through art.
The comic both witnesses and becomes a metaphor for the initial events.
The struggle with memory in A Trauma of Two Mothers is mirrored in struggles with
language throughout the frames. Anna’s words come back to haunt the narrator, threatening her
roles both as a writer and as a mother. Words come between Miss JBP and me in our inability to
17

talk about Anna, to bring her memory forward into the present. The narrative unfolding at the top
of the comics’ frames pushes the narrative forward, and creates tension with emotional language
and actions at the bottom of the frames. The story happens in the collision of the narrative and the
action. In the audience’s experience, the narrated past is in constant collision with the sensory
present.
The struggle with language and memory permeates A Trauma of Two Mothers’ narrative.
The narrative moves back and forth between destructive acts and attempts to recover from these
acts, weaves in and out of time and place, wanders through graphic realities, and plays in the
interconnectedness of words, images and comics conventions. The comic facilitates a journey
through the absurd. The story does not represent the everyday reality of most mothers. Anna and I
are constantly navigating amorphous experience created by events that do not adhere to norms. In
this sense, comics provides an episodic rather than an epic narrative. A Trauma of Two Mothers
uses metaphoric images to illustrate a kind of powerlessness, a struggle between acting and being
acted upon, a desire for agency that is never realized. Anna is created as an unsympathetic
character in the comic. She is portrayed as the villain who wields evil power in attempts to
control her world. Metaphorically, A Trauma of Two Mothers questions the power construct.
Anna’s destructive power is a metaphor for her weakness, her lack of agency, her dependence on
social structures that fail her, and on alcohol. I use social structures to assert power over Anna,
and ensure our youngest daughter’s safety. Power struggles act as metaphors moving the narrator
toward and away from ‘intensities’ in the narrative.
Metaphoric communication happens in the frames of A Trauma of Two Mothers, but not
just in the words and images. In his essay, “The Synergy of Memory, Affects and Metaphor”,
Arnold Modell claims that metaphor “is ever present in gestures and mimetic actions” (107). The
comics’ avatars are stick people, literally bodies without organs. The narrator extracts experience
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from bodies of organ-less avatars, and filters the experience through her memory without a
subjective lens. Organ-less bodies make it easier for the audience to go beyond the rendered
experiences and interactions between avatars to register affect. Sensation in these instances is not
of the body. Audiences do not participate in the events. They participate in their interpretations of
the artist’s representation of the events.
Figure 6
Anna found power in my fear, and used my fear to fuel her tyranny.

Creating avatars as stick people in A Trauma of Two Mothers also allows me to portray
traumatic events while protecting audiences from the impact of experience. The avatars are
symbols or metaphors intended to communicate through actions and gestures that defy
chronological time and space to exist in a world of becoming. In his work Understanding Comics,
comics artist and theorist Scott McCloud suggests that “comic[s] panels fracture both time and
space, offering a jagged staccato rhythm of unconnected moments” (69). The organ-less avatars
allow affect to flow through bodies and spaces creating what Bennett calls a “mode of “traumatic
time”” (12). In A Trauma of Two Mothers the avatars’ gestures move the memory backwards and
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forwards through time. They are not caught in moments of traumatic bodily experience. The artist
focuses on the duration rather than the instantaneity of trauma memory. For every action in each
frame there is a counter-action so the drama unfolds like a dance or choreographed performance.
Metaphor as I use it in this chapter exists between one incident in the past and the
meaning of another incident in the present. Metaphor exists in experience processed through
memory, and the words and images used to represent that experience. Modell claims, “[T]hrough
the use of metaphor we are able to organize otherwise inchoate experience” (107). We use
metaphors to organize experience that may not be fully defined or understood (109). In the case
of trauma memory he adds, “Feelings that are not fully developed [like those generally associated
with traumatic memory] cannot be expressed and require metaphor” (106). He goes on to say that
categories of memory are evoked by means of metaphoric correspondences in current time.
Figure 7
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The narrator’s journey in A Trauma of Two Mothers is a metaphor for the five stages of
trauma – wounding, circuit breaking, witnessing, healing, and reintegrating. The journey through
the comic’s metaphoric images in present time represents the past journey. For instance, Anna
does not really live in a bottle. Mother in a bottle is a metaphor to describe her alcoholism. I don’t
grow bird wings or plait bird feathers into Miss JBP’s hair, and I don’t have electrical plugs
connecting pieces of my world that get disconnected over time. Miss JBP, and I don’t really plant
Anna’s feet, hands and words in our garden or throw them over the farmer’s fence. Anna’s feet
and hands don’t come back and assault me physically. These are among the many metaphors that
help organize our experience of events that are over, but continue to impact us in the present.
Figure 8

On first reading A Trauma of Two Mothers, it appears that the narrator is the only
survivor. However, closer reading brings into question the degree to which Anna is traumatized
by her mother and how this impacts her mental health, and her ability to co-mother. And to what
extent she is traumatized when I take custody of her child. There are also questions about how
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Skye’s life is impacted by Anna, and whether Miss JBP’s adolescent behaviour is impacted by
Anna’s abandonment.
A Trauma of Two Mothers is a metaphor for traumatic relationships. In creating the
comic I re-experienced the affective trauma’s initial events, filtering them through my body and
through comics conventions, to create art. The avatars in A Trauma of Two Mothers are organized
according to the parts they play as affective agents between remembered incidents and recorded
events. The avatars are controlled by this deliberate act of creating so they live always
metaphorically in relationship to the whole experience. Metaphorically, if one character or action
is changed in the present, the event is changed in the past, or at least the memory of the event and
the audience’s experience of the event are changed. The avatars’ images represent real people and
the graphically rendered action represents actual events. Trauma memory happens where the past
events meet the rendering. Metaphor exists in how the comic gives meaning to the experience
represented in frames and gutters. In cases of trauma, the metaphoric connection between past
and present is frozen so there is a telescoping of time to the point of remembering. In A Trauma
of Two Mothers, the passive narration takes the audience away so the action unfolds down a
rabbit hole with the audience looking in.
Figure 9
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The title carries the most significant metaphor in A Trauma of Two Mothers: How to
Make Art with Marshmallow. Marshmallow “is the fluffy white confection of mystery, the
unknown, the goo of life” (foodreference.about.com). Symbolically of course. There is no actual
art made with marshmallow in the comic, but there are real people who are whipped and beaten
by life struggles just as sugar is whipped and beaten to form marshmallow. Caruth claims trauma
is characterized not just by what we can know but also by what we can never know (4). Air
pockets form in the cells of marshmallow so the marshmallow does not collapse from the beating.
The comics’ avatars are impacted, and in their survival, stripped bare to the bone, with air in their
cells symbolically making them transparent. Marshmallow is everything we don’t see in the
comic, what we cannot know about the avatar’s experience, a metaphor for what I cannot put into
words
In trauma art, metaphors defy static meaning creating affect instead. O’Sullivan cites
Gilles Deleuze saying, “There are as many different strategies for assessing [affect] as there are
subjects. … it is a question of making yourself a body without organs … you do not just read
about the body without organs – you make yourself one” (2001, 127) when witnessing art. In this
way audiences experience their interpretation of the art event through their bodies independent of
social and cultural biases, and stigmas. In “Invoking Affect: Cultural Theory and the Ontological
Turn”, Clare Hemmings cites Deleuze, defining affect as “distinct from emotion, as bodily
meaning that pierces social interpretation, confounding its logic and scrambling its expectations”
(552). Deleuze understands affect in terms of power, as describing the passage from one state to
another, as an intensity indexing the body’s encounter with the event. Modell says something
similar when he claims that “certain root metaphors have their origin in bodily sensations and …
metaphors organize bodily sensations” (106).
Modell’s theory of metaphor organizing bodily sensations is a necessary step to reach
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what Deleuze calls affect indexing the body’s encounter. Deleuze sees affect as the moving
between bodily states, not the recognition of them or reaction to them. Similarly, in A Trauma of
Two Mothers trauma memory occurs in the collision of common and sense memory within the
frames; not in one or in the other or in the product of the collision, but in its process. And
metaphor occurs in the comic during a transference between the thing being represented and the
thing representing it. Like trauma memory and metaphor, affect is a state, a movement between
what was and what is, a becoming. Our need to organize experience refers to both our internal
and external environments, what we experience and how we understand that experience. As a
vehicle for trauma memory and metaphor, comics’ tangential moments hang in the spaces
between frames where the audience brings together the art event and the story about the event,
and creates meaning.
In terms of abuse trauma, it is not possible to reproduce the event in art, but we can
represent the event. We can translate the event’s affect into words, images and performances. A
Trauma of Two Mothers is an affective paradigm. The comic is a process where witnessing and
trauma memory cause bodily sensations for the artist, who renders the experience through comics
conventions, providing opportunities for audiences to participate in their own processes and
affective experiences of the art event. Building on Deleuze’s notion of affect this means putting
an outside and an inside into contact to enact a process of seeing feeling and creating sensation.
This is reflected in the meeting of objective narration with embodied experience within the
frames of A Trauma of Two Mothers. The idea of bringing together insides and outsides provides
us with a way of reading trauma memory in pictorial or performative art, ways of reading affect.
The audience is pulled back and forth between the narrator’s blunted affect and the charged affect
violence produces. Agency moves back and forth between the avatars. Incidents move back and
forth in time, meaning moves back and forth between images and words.
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Bennett coins what she calls a “coming into language” (2) when discussing traumarelated art pieces. O’Sullivan says something similar claiming, “Art is a portal to a world of
impermanence and interpenetration, a molecular world of becoming” (2001, 126). The world he
calls affects is “our own world seen without the spectacles of subjectivity... affects are … the
stuff that goes on beneath, beyond, even parallel to signification” (126). With reference to art
O’Sullivan goes on to say, “after the deconstructive reading, the art object remains… Art,
whether we will it or not, continues producing affects” (126). He describes affect as moments of
intensity, reaction in/on the body at the level of matter or in Delueze’s words “a bloc of
sensations, waiting to be reactivated by a spectator or participant” (126). As an artist I connect to
the narrative in A Trauma of Two Mothers like an audience connects to an artwork, attempting to
understand and translate. Affects are the marshmallow used to make art in A Trauma of Two
Mothers, what we cannot see but goes on meaning after the initial event is over, and after the
performance of the art event is over. Marshmallow is the direct or phenomenal reference
to the world that turns trauma to fiction, and the translation depends for interpretation on the
experience the audience brings to the performance.
Figure 10
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Affect in A Trauma of Two Mothers happens in the encounter between the performance
and the audience. Performance can be the physical acting out of the narrative by an actor, or the
avatars acting on the page during the audience’s act of reading. This idea of performance supports
Lisa Blackman’s and Couze Venn’s theory of affect describing bodies as processes “gestur[ing]
towards something that perhaps escapes or remains in excess of the practices of the ‘speaking
subject’” (9) in their essay “Affect”. Blackman and Venn invoke the work of Bruno Latour and
Patricia Clough. Latour asks what a body can do rather than what it is. Clough asks how the real
and the virtual are embodied, how bodies are always thoroughly entangled processes, and
importantly defined by their capacities to affect and be affected (9). As performative art, A
Trauma of Two Mothers requires witnesses to forgo a search for what the comic means in favour
of a search for how it means.
As an artist, I ask my witnesses, including the comics’ avatars as witness to incidents, the
narrator re-interpreting the incidents as events, and my audience watching the performance, to
relinquish control over time and space as they know it, and enter metaphorically into forbidden
places in people’s lives, minds, and bodies. Comics convention provides a vehicle for trauma
memory, portraying trauma memory as occurring within a set of conditions. Metaphor operates to
facilitate collisions in time and space within comics frame and gutters, and between the comics’
story and the events the story represents. Memory, metaphor and performance, as aspects of art
contribute to affective moments in interactions between the spectacle and the spectator. By
performing A Trauma of Two Mothers, I ask a lot of my audience, not the least of which is to be
open to the affect carefully nurtured by bringing together comics convention with trauma memory
and metaphor. I am also hoping for transformative moments by bringing my audience into the
artwork, contributing in some small way to eroding the stigma around mental illness and
addiction, and understanding violence and abuse as they impact mothers.
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Figure 11
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Chapter 5
Queer Mothering in a Mad World: Re-thinking the Bad Mother Myth
Figure 12
The beautiful/ugly truth about mothering is that [it] is neither wholly oppressive nor altogether
empowering. Joanne Minaker
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The Wound
repeats, tossing your words, your hands your breath

Chaos returns, repeats,

through my world, in no particular order. Violence has its poetry, movement between
beginning and ending. We hang on there to stave off death’s finality. My body records

moments like history remembering the death of strangers.

Memory

makes them

important. They grow in the gap between death and now. What we recall is the impact, the dents
on the body, holes where living should be. My body becomes the stage for your

performance, the final curtain. You bow for applause, but no one is watching. A

hand for an eye, a foot in the mouth. There is no blood. No feeling.

The violent

blow to your ego enrages.

Now every

dream

I remember refers me to a single image of you, violent,

raging and dangerous. Every

memory screams for our daughter, scared and held prisoner

until I beg you, and you let her go. Love can be an

unconscious

connection for mother

and child. She does not judge your drunken antics in the space between joy and fear. The face
in her mirror looking back like you disturbs her, temporarily. Lines of discontinuity trace her
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to me, although not of my body, the gentle hand that rocks her, a sign of loss; one mother
looking back an instant too late, the other blind to the future.
The wound sits just at my body’s centre, spreads down through my hips; tightens through my
back. Waiting. Breathing. When I wake, my body’s shields will fall, the air pressing my skin
will puff me up like laughter. My blood will not feed the

wound. Flows around it letting the

wound’s tongue strike out with thirst. The enemy passes masked through my dreams, a
woman part you and part me. The encounter opens a portal to unknown worlds. They scare me. I
continue to sleep.

Fear stands at the door, guarding against the moment of

transformation.

Truth’s
image

skewed version of reality written into my body, is a tattoo deeper than ink, an

I didn’t choose.

Words

lift me, lay me down, pick at my wound until all the

skin around it is red, and singing. They re-write events and stuff them back into my body. So
far, the endings are always the same. Past is stitched like shadow to my heels, pushing me
forward into nothingness, pulling me down.

Inside my head, inside my heart, inside my

body, demons chase each other, scratch at my mouth, beg me to cry out in pain so they can
escape. Moon-pale skin fights to release the small me, strangled. Scars are aligned in perfect
symmetry. All I do is sweat. Count your lucky stars you say as you release your hands from
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my throat. I do. I refuse to move. Releasing you from my dreams would be justice
enough. Then I could stop re-living your tragedy.

Feelings

tangle follicles on my scalp. They have worked their way around the wound,

bathed the scars. Mostly they are longing to be free. But pain is an empty grammar
without rules. I want to re-invent it. End-stops. End-stops. End-stops. End. Suffering
beats a path to unknown places. Grammar gets me thinking, sends me looking for

order.

I play you like a puppet, imaginary strings in my hands, dancing back, dancing back. My mind
can imagine this trick of time, before the beginning. Unknown

forgiveness making retreat palpable. Witness
has passed. We

futures lurk at the edge of

lies in the in-between. Too much time

speak love through the body’s interpreter, a foreign

language, silenced.
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Silence

creates a perfect order, so fragile it shatters with a single

word.

The poet is

born of necessity, practicing words in the dark, rituals to protect myself, to survive.
Hours inventing words, images of mothers. You, me, in caustic dance around each other.
Only the strong survive, or do they? Violence thrives on weakness, steals power. You are
not real.

The story of your addictions is my autobiography , a gritty parable of loss,

my being annihilated to stop what had gone

my

body before my words

inside

from festering, travelling outside

transform fear’s fantasy into experience of the

mind, infinite ideas and music. I am in exile, dancing without strings. The
universe can’t contain this strange encounter, the moon in my mouth, your hands at my throat
like the Milky Way burning oddly, self/other

one. Who could wake me? Who sound this

risky alarm?
.

.

.

.

For the past few years I have been working on this project, to render visible lesbian mothering
experience impacted by physical and emotional abuse. For my purposes, mothering experience
describes co-mothers’ relationships as they affect their mothering practice, and relationships
between mothers and their children. My former co-mother Anna lives with diagnosed mental
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health issues and alcohol addiction in a world that is often created subjectively without thought or
attention to how she impacts those she loves. Her life is chaotic and violent. In this world it is
difficult if not impossible to create relationships that are healthy and functional; dysfunctional comother and mother/daughter relationships and behavior form mothering realities that are
challenging to navigate. Foregrounded in physical and emotional abuse, the mothering experience
highlighted in this project lies outside the heterosexual mothering model critiqued by popular
maternal theorists, but exists in the same patriarchal world, and is judged by the same values.
My comic, A Trauma of Two Mothers: How to Make Art with Marshmallow, brings into
question prescribed notions of mothering, and the impact of violence and trauma on mothering
relationships. It explores instances of mother-blaming within these relationships. The avatars in
the comic are modelled on real people, and the comic is intended to honour the suffering its pages
illustrate, rather than elevate any of its characters or depict any kind of moral judgment. My
mothering experience is politically feminist, and lesbian. However, I am not aiming in this
chapter to defend or legitimize either. Rather, I seek to claim legitimacy and authenticity for
specific co-mothering experience, exploring how my experience re-myths the good mother/bad
mother construct, and feeds the mother-blaming machine. I will use theory, poetry, anecdote, and
comics to explore what the mothering practice in A Trauma of Two Mothers is rather than what
the mothering practice should be, or is not, tacitly questioning whether abused mothers can
achieve what Andrea O’Reilly calls empowered mothering.
The comic also illustrates how trauma memory works in creating trauma art. The past
events in A Trauma of Two Mothers are actual events staged in present time. The words and
pictorial images are immediate and work together, bringing the reader close to the events. They
command our attention and our witness in their action and performance while providing
necessary distance from the actual events that cannot and should be re-experienced. As Jane
Tolmie points out in the introduction to her edited volume, Drawing From Life: Memory and
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Subjectivity in Comic Art, “scholars invested in critical autobiography studies routinely point to
the impossibility of direct transmission of lived experience” (ix). ). Incorporating images in
mothering narratives, especially in cases of trauma or abuse can help tell these stories in a form
that is more accessible to a wider variety of audiences. Tolmie writes, “Comics about abuse offer
a visual networking strategy for bringing together survivors in particular and those interested in
raising awareness in general” (xii). In this project I aim to do both.
The experience in the comic is true, as far as the limits of memory, journal entries and
legal documentation permit any story to be true over time. However, A Trauma of Two Mothers is
first and foremost a work of art, and the question of whether a work of art is true is irrelevant.
Moreover, comics produces works of art in which readers are complicit in making both meaning
and affect, in creating their own truths. Comics ‘means’ and ‘is true’ for every reader differently
according to their own experience. In Understanding Comics Scott McCloud writes, “Every act
committed to paper by the comics artist is aided and abetted by a silent accomplice. An equal
partner in crime known as the reader” (68). The sequential art in A Trauma of Two Mothers both
deconstructs traumatic mothering to understand it, while recreating it through trauma memory,
transforming embodied experience to art as an event in real time.
Figure 13
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In contrast to the comic, my poem, The Wound, at the beginning of this chapter is
emotional and subjective. The poem describes my aesthetic experience of the same events
depicted in A Trauma of Two Mothers. Images move back and forth in time, in and out of
sleeping and dreaming, in and out of the speaker’s body and her mind. The poem deconstructs the
process toward healing a wound that never heals. It works like comics in the way it controls time,
but its use of word imagery defies our witness. The poem does not ask readers to experience
something they cannot – another’s traumatic experience. There is no physical reference in the
poem to the event or wounding. We do not see what is happening; the images reference my
knowledge of the wound after the event is over.
The narrative in A Trauma of Two Mothers draws on my experience co-mothering two
non-biological daughters, Skye and Miss JBP, with my former partner, Anna. The comic is a
telling of personal mothering wounds, depicting the story of two mothers impacted by near-death
experiences, and how these events control the mothers’ abilities to mother effectively. The drama
in the comic builds around instances of child and domestic partner abuse. However, it is the
memory of surviving the events rather than the events as they happen, that impacts the two
mothers. Caruth writes, “trauma is not simply an effect of destruction but also, fundamentally, an
enigma of survival” (58). Anna survives her mother’s attempt to drown her as an infant, and I
survive Anna’s attempt to choke me to death.
The two mothers’ journeys in A Trauma of Two Mothers are very different. Through the
lens of mental health issues and with alcohol to help her escape, Anna avoids her wound, and
uses uncontrolled anger and violence to assume power over her world. I become an unwilling
participant with Anna and her daughter, Skye, in an abusive relationship; and a single mother and
protector to Miss JBP. I avoid my wound, focusing instead on creating a safe world for my
youngest daughter. Anna is triggered to past memories of her near drowning and further abuse
from her mother in present time, when Miss JBP is taken from her care. I am triggered to past
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memories of her near choking me and other abuse from Anna in present time, when Miss JBP reconnects with Anna ten years later. Caruth describes these triggering events as “what returns to
haunt the trauma victim … the shocking and unexpected occurrence of an accident. … [t]he
mothering experience in A Trauma of Two Mothers.
Figure 14
While co-mothering Miss JBP I spent
most days with one foot in the gutter …

… and tried to keep the other foot out of
my mouth.

I lived somewhere between the
experience and the story about the
experience …

… and between my story and the story
we write together as a culture…

…. between metaphor and meaning.
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The evolution of motherhood and maternal theory is documented in current literature
including a concise overview in Andrea O’Reilly’s introduction to Rocking the Cradle: Thoughts
on Motherhood, Feminism and the Possibility of Empowered Mothering (2006), and more
detailed analyses in Gina Wong’s Moms Gone Mad: Motherhood and Madness, Oppression and
Resistance (2012), and Molly Ladd Taylor’s and Lauri Umansky’s, Bad Mothers: The Politics of
Blame in Twentieth Century America (1998). Early in its theoretical history, motherhood was
established as the institution in which all women mother. Widely respected for her seminal text,
Of Woman Born: Motherhood as Experience and Institution (1976), Adrienne Rich first questions
the institution of motherhood, “which is male-defined and controlled and is deeply oppressive to
women” (14). She introduces the idea of mothering, the day to day practice of mothers caring for
their children. She claims that mothers must become bad mothers or mother outlaws in order to
resist patriarchy’s control of motherhood. Writing 30 years later, O’Reilly problematizes the
relationship between the patriarchal institution of motherhood, and “‘mothering’ understood as
‘women’s experiences of mothering which are female-defined and centered and potentially
empowering to women” (35). She claims current analyses of motherhood define mothering as an
ideal practice that escapes patriarchy and limits individual subjectivities, and identities. In order
to be empowered, women must deconstruct the patriarchal institution of motherhood and write
their own motherhood stories. O’Reilly encourages woman to mother against motherhood in acts
of resistance. A Trauma of Two Mothers is my act of resistance, a mothering story grounded in
reality and circumstance that defies the good mother/bad mother myth.
Scholarly writing about mothers and mothering practice have proliferated over the past
50 years. In her essay, “Adoptive Maternal Bodies: A Queer Paradigm for Rethinking
Mothering?” Shelley Park addresses the experience of motherhood within different mothering
relationships. She claims that bodies inhabiting the periphery of the larger social body develop a
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double consciousness (210). My mothering experience shares some of the characteristics Park
describes, having been a heterosexual biological partnered and single mother, and a lesbian
biological and non-biological co-mother, and single mother. Scholarly writing about lesbian
mothering practice, and especially lesbian co-mothering practice is not common. Focus in the
literature on non-biological mothers in lesbian families is almost non-existent. When discussing
lesbian co-mothers in her essay, “Lesbian Nonbiological Mothering: Negotiating an (Un)familiar
Existence”, Dawn Comeau comments on “the scholarly silences regarding the nonbiological
parent.” She observes that the role of the non-biological co-mother “is particularly complex
because without a biological connection many have a hard time imagining her relationship to the
child” (156).
Figure 15
In the beginning Miss JBP did not call me mommy or mum or mother.
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But she accepted very young that she had two mothers.

By age two, Miss JBP and I were living
on our own without Anna. Miss JBP
chose to call me mommy and Anna,
Anna.
Anna became more and more removed
from Miss JBP’s life.

I took on single mothering with my full time job.
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The mothering experience detailed in A Trauma of Two Mothers lies far to the periphery of
hegemonic mothering practice. Using Park’s and Comeau’s paradigms for queer mothering, my
mothering experience is a complex structure, complicated by Anna’s addiction and violence.
Lesbian co-mothering redefines mothering practice along the lines of shared experience, in a way
male/female partner parenting and single parenting do not. Specifically, co-mothering roles are
not pre-defined by social order. The non-biological mother’s need to establish an other-mother
relationship with her child is impeded to the degree the biological mother recognizes her
responsibilities in the family, but not her right to mother. This is especially true if the co-mother
comes into the family once the relationship between the biological mother and child is
established, and if that mother/daughter relationship is abusive. This is the case in my relationship
with Anna.
O’Reilly says the “institution and ideologies of good motherhood are rewritten whenever
a social reorganization is desired, particularly in the realm of gender roles and behavior”
(38).These ideologies are designed to control mothers. When describing good mothers in Who
Decides Mothers Are Crazy? Caplan adds, “They never get angry, are 100 per cent giving and
nurturing 100 per cent of the time, and are by nature capable of knowing everything necessary to
raise happy, well-adjusted children” (79-80). They model their generation’s patriarchal ideals,
always putting their children’s needs first. The good mother myth sets standards no mother can
achieve, and their attempts set them up to be what Caplan calls sacrificial mothers or intensive
mothers. In the introduction to her edited text, Wong supports the claim that prominent discourses
including the good/bad mother myth, sacrificial mothering and intensive mothering are socially
motivated. She claims “moms are mad and run amok in response to sociological pressures and
expectations promulgated for mothers” (4). In A Trauma of Two Mothers Anna and I are caught
in the madness of these mothering myths and constructs, and we take very different paths in our
searches for sanity.
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Figure 16

Bad mothers mother outside the institution of motherhood. They are considered to be
bottomless pits of neediness who can’t possibly raise happy, emotionally healthy children without
a great deal of help from experts (Caplan 80). The bad mother myth gave rise to an archive of
child advice manuals designed to help bad mothers change themselves to accommodate their
children’s needs. The myth caused women to constantly monitor their behavior. According to the
bad mother myth, mothers are dangerous when they are powerful. In her essay “Birth Mothers
and Adoptive Mothers” Betty Jean Lifton writes, “good/bad is in the eyes of the perceiver” (192).
But is this always the case? Anna is powerful and abusive. If as O’Reilly says, “the Good Mother
and the Bad Mother are created; all that we find desirable in mothers is signified by the former,
and all that we fear and hate is marked by the latter” (95) can an abusive mother be perceived as a
good mother?
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Figure 17

Much maternal scholarship hangs on the good mother/bad mother myth, a narrative that
in a catch 22 paints both mothers who do, and mothers who do not fit stereotypical motherhood
molds at different points in history. Lesbian co-mothering experience predicated on abuse is
absent from mothering literature, except in rare quantitative studies where the abuser is almost
always the non-biological mother. Ironically, maternal theorists critique good motherhood as a
bad thing because it sets mothers up for failure. They critique bad motherhood as a good thing
because it enables mothering outside the institution of motherhood and leads to empowerment. In
A Trauma of Two Mothers, Anna mothers outside the institution of motherhood. However, her
mothering is damaging to both our co-mothering relationship and our children. If good mothers
are bad because they follow prescriptive advice, and bad mothers are good because they don’t,
where does that leave Anna?
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Figure 18

The good mother/bad mother narrative enables mother-blaming, and holds mothers
responsible for their children’s negative behavior, choices and disabilities. Ladd Taylor’s and
Umansky’s collection explores different sources of mother-blaming from structural systems to
mothers themselves, underscoring the suffering mother-blaming causes for both mothers and
children. The text illustrates how mothers were firmly put in their places by the early twentieth
century, setting the stage for institution building by politicians, social workers, therapists, and
medical practitioners. In her essay “”Mother Made Me Do It”: Mother Blaming and the Women
of Child Guidance” Kathleen Jones claims that mother-blaming dominated explanations of
childhood neuroses and psychoses by mid-[twentieth]-century, and continues yet to influence
interpretations of juvenile behavior (101). Sociologists and psychiatrists merged in what Jones
calls “professionals’ conspiracy to usurp parenting authority” (109), creating both the industry of
child guidance and the institution of motherhood. This conspiracy provided opportunities to feed
mothers a language for interpreting their mothering experience. The language centres on mother43

blaming. Under this model, mothers were described as over-protective, over directive, dominant,
infantilizing, and unaffectionate (101). They were nagging, over-anxious, and rejecting. They
were analyzed, categorized, and labelled for clinical simplicity.
In her chapter, “Mother-Blaming”, Caplan writes, “most mothers are stuck in the motherblaming mold” (127). She adds, “When a woman truly believes that she is a horrible mother, her
self-esteem plunges and her sense of isolation grows, increasing the likelihood that she will be
abusive” (136). The abuse in A Trauma of Two Mothers is an intergenerational cycle. At question
is the mothers’ ability to stop it. Anna is abused by her mother, and she is abusive to her daughter
Skye. In a suicide note Anna writes, “How could I be the daughter you wanted when you tried to
drown me in the tub when I was a baby” (31)? This is Anna’s early memory of being mothered,
or a story told her by someone about her early childhood experience. Whether true or not, Anna
believes this story based on subsequent abuse from her mother. Anna believes her own mother is
not a good mother, and she blames her, even as an adult, for their troubled relationship.
Figure 19
Sometimes I showed up at Anna’s apartment just in time to call the ambulance after a
suicide attempt . . .
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. . . or to intercept brawls between Anna and Skye.

In Motherless Daughters: The Legacy of Loss, Hope Edelman writes, “Mother line stories
ground a … daughter in a gender, a family, and a feminine history. They transform the experience
of her female ancestors into maps she can refer to for warning or encouragement” (201). In the
case of abusive mother/daughter relationships, however, feminine history is not so simple. Anna
does not respect her mother, and she ignores the warning in her mother line story. She does not
learn from her experience with her mother, nor does she find anything to encourage her to change
the abusive pattern in her relationship with Skye physically and verbally violent to Skye; Skye
has little or no respect for Anna.
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Figure 20
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Their mother/daughter interaction mirrors the interaction between Anna and her mother.
Violence and abuse becomes entrenched in their lives and informs their family values. Anna’s
insecurity in her relationship with Skye makes it difficult for her to share her mothering role. Her
insecurity also makes it impossible for me to assume a co-mothering relationship, and for Skye to
form an attachment with me. Instead, I become the target of both Skye’s and Anna’s anger and
their violence as their relationship grows increasingly dysfunctional. Anna wants to control me,
and she wants me to control Skye, but she never gives me mothering rights. Instead she deflects
her abusive behavior onto me, and blames me for being abusive to Skye. When Miss JBP is born,
my initial attempts to bond with her, like my attempts to bond with Skye, threaten Anna’s image
of herself as a mother. She becomes increasingly depressed and violent and co-mothering
becomes an act of war.
Figure 21
I mother Miss JBP in the dead zone between her need of me and Anna’s rage, her own
lost opportunity to bond.

My obligation as custodial mother to keep Miss JBP safe was complicated by my
attempts to maintain a relationship for her with Anna.
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Anna’s war is with herself, or possibly with her past, and with alcohol.

Four mother-labels are constructive when discussing mothering in A Trauma of Two
Mothers – moms in a bottle, sacrificial mother, custodial mother, and intensive mother. Anna is
an active alcoholic mother, what Jennifer Teiry refers to in her essay “Momism and the Making
of Treasonous Homosexuals” as a mom in a bottle. Teiry lumps alcohol with “other mom
surrogates” (178), including psychoneuroses and mental hospitals, which Anna also experiences.
Teiry claims, “All of them encouraged dependence and escape” (178). Anna lives with Bi-Polar
Disorder and Border Line Personality Disorder. Her drinking causes depression, insomnia,
anxiety and violence. As a result, her ability to mother is severely impaired. In A Trauma of Two
Mothers, the bottle becomes a surrogate for Anna’s mother, a womb, a retreat where she can
escape the abuse she suffered as a child and re-imagine her childhood. The bottle also becomes a
surrogate for Anna’s image of herself as a mother, a place where she escapes her abusive
relationship with Skye. When Anna abandons Miss JBP she blames the abandonment on her
need to drink. And she blames her perception of herself as a bad mother on me. “You just think
I’m a lousy mother. I hate you”, she says at one point in the comic (25). My attempt to co-mother
with Anna is destructive; I can do nothing right because Anna interprets my mothering success as
her failure. The good mother and the bad mother are created as much by mothers’ perceptions of
their mothering practice as by others who interpret that practice.
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Figure 22
Anna breastfed Miss JBP for eight weeks, pumping on the days she drank.

From then on I was actively involved in feeding, especially at night.

While Anna struggled with postpartum depression, and her drinking increased, Miss
JBP thrived on infant formula, her own particular mother in a bottle.

Sacrificial mothering as described by Caplan’s students assumes that mothering is “natural to
women and essential to their being … the mother is … central caregiver of her biological children
… [and] children require full-time mothering or … must always come before [a] job” (38). Anna
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does not work outside the home, and she is the central caregiver. However, mothering is not
natural to Anna, she is not a good mother to her biological daughter, Skye. She mothers with
violence and rage, and Skye perfects many of the same strategies. When I enter the family, Skye
is a child terrorist reacting to Anna’s pinch me, kiss me mothering practice.
Figure 23

According to O’Reilly, intensive mothering measures good mothering by the amount of
time, energy and money a biological mother expends in rearing her children (42). This may not be
a fair measure of mothering practice, but Anna ’s focus on drinking and recovering from drinking
leaves little money, time or energy for mothering. Anna’s mothering energy punishes Skye for
perceived transgression of Anna’s inconsistent rules. She is religious about sparing the rod and
spoiling the child.
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Figure 24

O’Reilly claims custodial mothering was first adopted to describe “the post-war need for
mother-child attachment” (42). Custodial mothering also describes the current status of a nonbiological mother granted custody of her child through the courts. When Miss JBP is seven
months old Anna and I separate and she denies me access. Concerned for Miss JBP’s safety, I
initiate court proceedings to gain legal custody.
.

.

.

.

.

.

I am an empty page, a gutless body,
boney fingers prying apart ribs.
Selfishly, I want to leave you with your birth mother,
cleave to nothingness I envision without you,
cut the strings, tangle the ends around my cowardice
neatly. I try to pretend I never knew your need of me,
quietly rake my dying heart with dirty nails
until my heart is calloused between wounds, and I feel nothing.
Who could blame me?

Seven sleepless nights I drift, eyes bulging,
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slipping deeper into denial, weakness pinning me down,
white noise, snow, the night you were born.
I abandon reason. A body dances over me
grinning toothless. A grandmother, shaman?
No, it’s you, your baby mouth, your smile.
I hear you crying, or maybe
the cries are mine and I cry alone;

primal, meaningless syllables kindling my need.
I reach for you gathering only absence,
my dream, the darkness, and your absence wakes me.
Seven sleepless nights. My heart heals.
I take you away. I am your mother.

Who could blame me?
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The process is bitter and adversarial, pitting mother against mother. I am granted custody.
When Miss JBP witnesses violence, I initiate court proceedings again, and Anna is denied access
to Miss JBP. Safe from Anna for ten years, I single-mother intensely, putting my daughter’s
needs before my own, investing much time and money. But my youngest daughter is denied a
relationship with her biological mother. Am I a good mother?
It is necessary to theorize motherhood and empower mothers’ practices, but it is
impossible to create a mother mold, a one-size fits every mothering experience protocol for
controlling mothers. Mothering is socially constructed, but in cases where mothering practice
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deviates from hegemonic mothering experience, the social construction depends on mothers’
circumstances more than on policy, therapy or child rearing literature. In A Trauma of Two
Mothers who do we blame for addictions, violence and abuse? Do we blame Anna’s mother
without knowing her personal history? Do we blame Anna for not finding more positive coping
mechanisms and making better decisions? Do we blame me for participating in an abusive
relationship? Do we blame Skye and Miss JBP for their genetics and make them responsible for
their abuse and abandonment? These are questions to be answered. Based on my lived experience
and the reading I have done, I say no. Mothers make easy targets and can often be weakened by
abuse and trauma into submission, and into taking responsibility for more than their role in
complex systems. Mothering helps build nations, but mothering does not destroy them.
Mothering is not that kind of politic.
The co-mothering practice in A Trauma of Two Mothers presents a chaotic dance in a
mad world. The mothers’ personal histories may account for the chaos. Their choice to co-mother
in a world that denies their legitimacy as a family may account for the madness. Abuse is wrong
in any context, and this story is not over. Abuse will live on to impact Anna, Skye, Miss JBP and
me, each in our separate ways. There is hope that this cycle will be broken, that good/bad
mothering, and mother blaming myths and molds will crumble under the pressure of complex
mothering experience, and mothers will be humanized and understood in their struggles. If this is
empowerment, I wish us god speed.
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Figure 25
Hope is the thing with feathers that perches in the soul.
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Emily Dickinson

Chapter 6
Loving Miss JBP: Writing/Art as Mothering Practice in a Motherblaming Culture
If to love (her child) is, for a woman, the same thing as to write, we have in that conjunction a
modern, secular equivalent of the word made flesh.

Susan Rubin Suleiman

When I write, I can shake off all my cares. – Anne Frank - April 5, 1944

Writing and sequential art have become part of my mothering practice. As a lesbian single
mother, I am often devastated by the challenge of raising a traumatized adolescent, neglected and
abandoned in infancy by her biological mother, Anna, and raped by a 19-year-old acquaintance
when she was 14. My fear is exacerbated by physical violence from Anna, during our life-partner
and co-mothering relationship, and by my own childhood. Caruth defines trauma as “a wound on
the mind … a breach in the mind’s experience of time, self, and the world” (4). Trauma wounds
do not heal themselves over time like wounds on the body. To heal, survivors repeatedly visit past
events in present time through trauma memory. One way to do this is through writing and art.
This chapter addresses my experience of mother-blaming as a lesbian single mother to my nonbiological daughter, Miss JBP, and the power of writing and art to move us forward. In The New
Don’t Blame Mother: Mending the Mother-Daughter Relationship, Paula Caplan identifies
“untapped energy … bound up not only in the daughter’s mother-blaming but also in the mother’s
self-blame and self-hate” (38). She adds, “Once we’re aware that mother-blaming comes easily
and distorts our view, we can begin to catch ourselves doing it” (41). This chapter highlights the
curious twist on mother-blaming that comes not only from professionals, as seen so often in the
literature, but from Miss JBP, and from me, as we navigate our mother-daughter relationship. I
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incorporate theory, comics, and personal anecdote in my analysis of our complicated situation,
defined by trauma, invisible disabilities and mental health issues. I also consider sequential art –
comics, and other visual-art series of words and images, strung together in journals, on walls and
canvases, and on my daughter’s body.
The struggle in creating comics, and in writing this chapter about mother-blaming, based
on my own experience, is deciding how to write about real people – what to include, what to
leave out, how best to tell the story. It is a struggle Susan Olding describes well in Pathologies.
She writes, “How to tell a true story? If I write it as non-fiction, I get to include all the messy
details. I do not have to package it in an artificial plot, I get to say what I see. But how do I
prevent myself from flattening the characters, turning real people into caricatures, turning their
lives into anecdotes” (97)? The comic form lends itself nicely to writing my stories by allowing
the messy details to be included in illustration, blunting their impact on the reader somewhat by
purposely flattening the characters to stick people. This technique works because I want my
audience to see through or past the people. In flattening the characters they have been moved
aside to reveal the issues. The plot is concealed in their performance, how they act out necessary
slices of experience filtered through my memory to move the comic narrative forward.
The adolescent years with my youngest daughter, Miss JBP, are tumultuous. She is a
quirky 15-year-old, recently diagnosed with Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD), Oppositional
Defiance Disorder (ODD), depression, and anxiety. She exhibits limited impulse control and
engages in risky behavior – leaving home or school without telling anyone where she is going;
walking long distances on public highways in sub-zero weather at night; and sexting nude
pictures of herself to a boy she barely knows. She lives in fight or flight mode, and I become
over-vigilant with fear for her safety. Our days are chaotic as I try to keep her from spilling so far
outside herself she does not know where she ends and others begin.
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Figure 26

They are challenging. Any day dares me to create order where it appears there is none.
Figure 27
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Recording experience, not only from my perspective and my body, but also from my
daughter’s, is a way to authenticate life events that would otherwise drive us apart. Incorporating
images in narratives about mothering, especially in cases of trauma, can help tell stories that
cannot be fully articulated in words. Tolmie explains, “An image of abuse reaches out and makes
– often coerces – emotional connections, forcing a public acknowledgement of private trauma,
remaking a closed world of shame into an open book” (ix). She describes an “aesthetic of affect,
not an inevitable or natural emotional side effect but a deliberate result of artistic decisions: the
image of a forced encounter or an encounter grounded in power inequalities [that] is in turn thrust
onto the audience” (ix). In my less is more approach to comics, audience is a necessary
component for interpreting the story. Audience is invited to both experience affect, and grapple
with complex issues like the ones Tolmie describes. In comics, the physical can be displayed on
the page, and through it, the emotional and psychological must be portrayed.
Comics can help deconstruct the existing patriarchal ideal of motherhood, making room
for mother-centred experience by incorporating stories that provide a focus on the spoken
language mothers use to describe specific mothering practice. They offer a different spatial
reality, and possibilities for a different kind of order. My mothering experience like some comics
literature, facilitates a journey through time and space, where events do not always make
chronological sense, or adhere to expectations. Caruth says, “The history of … traumatized
individual(s) is nothing other than the determined return to the event of destruction” (63). As
Miss JBP and I weave a path through present time, our experience is often rooted in recurring
memories and references to the past. It is located in trauma memory, what Bennett describes as
the struggle to illustrate a collision between common memory, the language that enables narrative
memory to be understood from the past, and sense memory, the memory that registers the
physical imprint of an event and is always in the present (25). This collision means putting an
outside and an inside into contact to enact a process of seeing feeling, and creating sensation,
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similar to what Tolmie describes as affect. Art creation allows trauma to flow through bodies and
spaces creating what Bennett calls a “mode of ‘traumatic time’” (12). Sense memory is of the
body. Writing and art give voice to the ways Miss JBP and I experience ourselves through our
past. A handprint is a handprint, but a pattern of handprints covering a bathroom wall is
something different, as I show later in this chapter.
Figure 28

In Rootprints: Memory and Life Writing, Hélène Cixous explores language as a tool for
embodiment and transformation in the act of creating. Her writing practice connects to both her
inner and outer worlds. When deliberating on why she writes, Cixous says, “I write … with an
incessant drive for re-establishing the truth, justice. … We do not think with justice. The world is
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not just” (11). Miss JBP also knows the world is not just. She struggles to connect who she is
inside her body with what happens in the world around her, to find a way to fit in. Her early life
was both women-centered and violent. By the time she was a year old, Anna and I were
separated, and I had custody of Miss JBP. On a good day, Anna was sober when I dropped Miss
JBP off for a visit, still sober when I came to pick her up.
As a writer, I ask myself how my mothering role impacts my writing. Mother-blaming is
irrational, and in my story, I want to blame Anna for the life narrative she penned herself, the one
that does not include Miss JBP. I want to blame her for this more than I want to blame her for
Miss JBP’s genetic pre-disposition to ADD, ODD, and Bipolar Disorder, or the way the outside
world perceives her. I want to blame Anna for how her absence is more real to Miss JBP than my
presence at times, and how we fall into uncomfortable silence between words trying to
understand it. I want to blame her because I am doing all the mothering. This is not an act of
courage; it’s a necessary set of actions that challenge my sense of self most days. Most of all, I
want to blame Anna for how Miss JBP does not fit nicely into my story, so I constantly find
myself re-writing. But I do not blame her. I just keep writing.
When discussing writing and mothering Rich says, “For me poetry was where I lived as
no one’s mother, where I existed as myself” (31). On the contrary, writing with Miss JBP became
a way for us to connect as mother and daughter, a way to communicate when the tension between
us was too great to speak out loud, and feelings pushed through our bodies asking us to make
sense of them. When Miss JBP was seven years old, we penned our first sequence of
collaborative writings. Being also visually gifted, she illustrated each story with colored pencil. I
designed that short collection to help Miss JBP develop printing skills, and address the blame
teachers placed on me for her left-handed untidiness, her lack of printing pizazz. The writing was
a way to do this creatively while sharing quality mother and daughter time in our busy lives. But
the project initiated focus on shared experience, the way we interpreted our lives in the present
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with reference to our pasts. On August 2, 2005, six months after our last contact with Anna, Miss
JBP ended one story, saying, “and it was lots of f Fon fun and we lived happly ever after.” At the
time, we had pushed Anna, her drunkenness, her verbal abuse, and physical violence deep down
inside us. Miss JBP drew the picture below to go with that story.
Figure 29

Miss JBP and I lived in the country, miles away from Anna, but I kept the doors and windows
locked. I feared Anna, and blamed her for the effort it took to hide my fear from Miss JBP and
from the world. In our writing on August 3, Miss JBP ended the story with, “I felt skard.” In the
context of writing this story, she means ‘scared’. I blamed Anna for Miss JBP’s fear, too. In the
misspelling, though, Miss JBP revealed a truth she would later work out on her body, cutting and
scarring herself to make pain visible.
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Figure 30

Simultaneous with the writing practice, Miss JBP initiated collaborative painting in
acrylics. She preferred this way of expression over written language. Her visual vocabulary was
much more developed at seven, and there was no right or wrong way to create. We simply chose
a canvas and got to work. Writing and painting over the years became a way for me to keep my
finger on her pulse. I needed to know one mother’s love would sustain her. In the early years of
the new millennium patriarchy prevailed; same-sex families, invisible disabilities and mental
illness were often tolerated, but still not widely accepted.
Miss JBP and I are inextricably bound together through the story of a trauma. When she
was 13, she contacted Anna on Facebook. Although planned on her part, Miss JBP did not talk to
me first. The action was so sudden and unexpected, I had no time to anticipate the strength of my
reaction, the only reaction my body permitted, consumed by all the danger of the past violence,
but in present time. I was not ready for Miss JBP’s surprise and alarm at my reaction. I realized
too late how her contact with Anna would change the pattern of our lives.
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Figure 31

Neither Miss JBP nor I had seen Anna for six years following a final act of violence, ending a comothering experience for Miss JBP between Anna and me. The event also ended our relationship
with Miss JBP’s biological half-sister, Skye.
Figure 32
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Although Miss JBP’s contact with Anna was broken, biology did not end; bodies do not
work that way. We are culturally conditioned to look for who we are in the story of our biology,
paying particular attention to who we come from. Ironically, although I have been the nurturer, I
am not the mother professionals and peers blame for Miss JBP’s disabilities, or the one they write
into the family ‘herstory’. Our genetic stories begin and end with our biological families. As a
young adolescent, Miss JBP fought to experience them, and I fought to protect her from them. I
feared their violence, and the possibility Anna would reject Miss JBP again. I was not ready to
face the impact re-connection would have on her life, or on mine. I blamed myself for Miss JBP’s
struggle, and I blamed Anna for causing the struggle by never attempting to re-connect with Miss
JBP.
After contacting Anna, Miss JBP began hearing voices inside her head. She was
diagnosed with anxiety induced psychosis and depression, starting a long journey through
medication aimed at helping her find a more peaceful place within herself.
Figure 33
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Experts concluded Miss JBP’s inability to communicate with me about the past kept her from
bringing her memory of Anna’s violence into contact with her feelings about it. They tacitly
blamed me for the wall that went up between my youngest daughter and me, after she contacted
Anna.
Figure 34

Miss JBP and I came together again through collaborative writing. We used separate
journals to maintain control over our places in the mother-daughter relationship. We agreed on
ideas or issues, and we created images. Then we wrote about the images. The writings in this
series are dialogues with ourselves. In discussing them afterwards, neither of us could break
through the shields protecting us from the memory of violence we recognized in each other, even
though we didn’t own it. As a writer, and as a mother, I am often lost and directionless, thinking
back to move forward, trying to navigate both a senseless world, and meaningless language. On
April 3, 2012 Miss JBP wrote, “I am voiced with silence as I stand.” And I wrote, “I am hopeful
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that words are enough to sustain me between times, and explanations that falter fade away over
time.” It appeared that words had failed us both. But between the two collaborative attempts at
age seven and age 12, Miss JBP and I created collages of words and images cut from magazines,
and hung them around the house to remind ourselves of the creative moments. We played with
magnetic poetry on the refrigerator, leaving poems and messages for each other. We sculpted
from clay, creating amorphous figures and tiny lifelike characters of mother bears holding their
babies. We drew in pastels, markers and charcoal. Her creative practice was born; she believed in
the power of writing and art.
My writing practice began in childhood with a story about a flying house. I grew up in a
home with an alcoholic father suffering with mental health issues. He was not physically violent,
but my mother fought to make him stop drinking. She worked to raise five children, and support
them on a low income. In my child’s mind, I blamed my mother for the unhappiness in our
family. I wanted her to leave my father alone, or to leave him. I wanted her to find a different
way, but she was a woman of her time, and she stayed with my father until all her children left
home.
I struggled with homophobia and my own lesbianism as a teen-ager in the 70s without
parental support. I married, gave birth to three children and divorced by 22. I came out as a
lesbian at 28 and enjoyed a loving relationship for 10 years while raising my three older children.
Then I met Anna, and walked knowingly into her difficult life, thinking I could make a
difference. Over my lifetime, I came to depend on my ability to turn thoughts and feelings into
language. I learned to believe myself. The challenge as Miss JBP’s mother is learning to believe
her. In the wisdom of adolescence, and through her ADD/ODD lens, she holds me responsible for
her behavior and its consequences. Far from contributing to success in her personal narrative, she
sees me as the reason she is not successful. She resents the ways she is not like me, and her
difficulty in discovering who she is. In the age old debate with nature at one extreme and nurture
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at the other, Miss JBP blames me for who she is because I raised her, and I blame Anna because
she possesses the only known genetic marker. On the good days I know the story exists
somewhere between them along the continuum, and that mother-blaming adds little to the
narrative.
Figure 35

In my search for a way to find purpose and move my life forward, I began creating
comics with Miss JBP and me as two of the avatars. My mothering journey with my youngest
daughter parallels our journey through comic art. We become actors of our life experience,
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experience that does not always make sense. In comics, as in life, we move through time and
space like puppets without strings in calculated suites of movement, taking our cues from each
other in a curious dance. Agency moves back and forth between us in life, and agency moves
back and forth between our comics’ characters carrying narrative forward. The comics are not
meant to recreate trauma, but to discover how trauma means, and to continue meaning after the
events they represent are over, to produce affect. In Tolmie’s words, the comics are a form of
“feminist art activism, art that deliberately self-defines as a form of creative emancipation” (xvi).
Mine and Miss JBP’s stick people forms in the comics become metaphors representing life
experiences at the boundaries of representation. The characters are intentional; their purpose is
defined by their actions.
For Cixous, purposeful living and writing work to facilitate change or metamorphosis.
Words, writing and language are bound up with love, and the process of transformation, from one
state to another. They are ‘of the body’ (28). After the rape, Miss JBP took Cixous’ of the body
writing literally. As the person closest to her, I became her provider, her prison guard, her enemy,
her emotional punching bag, the object of her hatred, the person who tried to love her most, and
advocated for her loudest. Communicating with her became difficult if not impossible. Text
messaging became her weapon against me, her avenue for verbal and emotional bullets, well
aimed and crippling.
Miss JBP began writing messages on her body with Sharpie markers. She wrote secret
words and phrases concealed by clothing, and scrubbed away over time, then replaced by more
words. In therapy with me, she recounted the story of her rape, how it happened; how she froze
and could not fight back. In relinquishing power, she relinquished her known ways of
experiencing herself, and she ran away the only way she could, inside her head. Her mind
protected her. She did the right thing to keep from being beaten or killed, but the rape left an
invisible wound she tried to heal.
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Figure 36

Miss JBP wrote messages on her friend’s bodies, and they wrote messages on hers.
When the language was ready, the tiny transformation from one phase of healing to another
complete, words appeared uncovered on her hands, or she wore short-sleeved shirts to reveal
words and images on her arms. In Caruth’s interpretation of trauma, she traced the story of the
rape through recurring words, moving beyond what she could know, to bear witness to the
wound. Her “words [were] passed on as an act that [did] not … awaken the self, but rather
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passe[d] the awakening on to others” (107). Soon, Sharpie markers and words on her body were
not enough. They washed away without leaving scars. Cixous refers to scars as the stories, what
remains when the events are over (16). Miss JBP needed the stories. She needed to go deeper, and
bring the wound from her mind back to her body. In her need to re-live the experience, she began
cutting into her hips, her arms, her thighs, and her calves. She concealed the wounds, keeping
them secret until she was ready to let them go; she nurtured her scars. She came close to cutting
too deeply into her wrists, leaving one scar that will never fade. While she cut she was sexually
promiscuous. She refused to eat and had trouble sleeping. She tried to heal trauma’s wound with
an overdose of medication. She survived. She cut or ran away if I left her alone. She did not talk
to me if I was there. Miss JBP’s behavior became so risky and dysfunctional, she was admitted as
an inpatient in the local adolescent psychiatry ward for assessment the summer after her fifteenth
birthday. While there she made hostile phone calls to me. And she recorded every detail of her
life, every day. Months after she was released, she told me about the rape. Then the cutting
stopped.
After writing on her body, Miss JBP began creating from her body on larger canvases –
first her handprints in acrylic paint on her bathroom walls, the palms with no paint, gaping open
and empty, like mouths that could not scream. She was looking for language. She was also
defacing my home in an act of defiance. She pressed handprints onto canvas; white skeletal digits
on a black background with sparkles of colour showing through.
Figure 37
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The handprints are still there on the wall and on the canvas, testaments to her attempts at
experiencing herself in new ways. In calmer moments she painted pastoral scenes; then an
explosive canvas divided by a thick black line down the center with so much passion flowing off
its edges red seems to drip down the wall where the canvas hangs. She created canvases of words,
some her own, some borrowed, in flamboyant colours, and she wrote poetry. Perhaps she sums up
her struggle best when she says, “Read between the lines./ Know that even though your flesh is
marked, it is only as permanent as you make it./ … Know that your beauty is not perfection./ But
simply a painting that cannot be copied” (Lines, 2013).
Based on my experience mothering Miss JBP, I agree with O’Reilly that “mothering is
profound experience of powerlessness and power” (96), and with Cixous’s claim that “suffering
and joy have the same root” (12). As I work on this paper, Miss JBP has been living away from
home for four weeks. She has no explanation why. She no longer blames me, and I do not blame
myself. For a full year I regularly called police to find her, and bring her home. They sometimes
blamed me, saw me as her reason for running. Mostly they blamed her for taking them away from
more urgent duties, and tried to convince her to stay home.
Figure 38

At times I found her and brought her home. But I have stopped. I know she is staying with her
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boyfriend’s family. She is off her medications, and she does not attend school regularly. She is
frequently sick. I connect with her to make sure she is safe, and usher her to appointments,
replace her eye glasses and her cellphone. I reassure her I love her, and she has a home with me
when she is ready to live here. We are estranged for now, mother and daughter, working on our
relationship from different perspectives. We negotiate space in our lives for each other, drawing
new boundaries; the ordinary between us changes on any given day.
Miss JBP is still writing her way through change in a personal journal, and I am still
creating comics. We share when we can. She tells me she wants to come home, but she’s afraid
the running cycle will start again, and I know she is deflecting her running to me. I tell her she
may not be ready to come home. I’m learning that I cannot re-write Miss JBP’s story, that the part
my youngest daughter plays in my life-narrative is becoming less about me and more about her.
Tolmie writes, “Self-expression gives you power over your own memory and your own sense of
self/subject” (xviii). Miss JBP and I cling to that power for survival. The body works that way,
finding meaning not in what we live, but in how we live it, in how we experience ourselves.
Chute claims, “Embodiment in comics may be read as a kind of compensation for lost bodies, for
lost histories. Comics resurrects, materializes” (112). Miss JBP and I have created new stories for
ourselves through sequential art, re-interpreting and piecing together parts of our past that were
torn apart without our permission, looking for closure in the process. I may not like the new
stories any better than the old ones. In mothering as in writing and art, love and language will let
us down at times, and often there is no one to blame.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
For my Master’s project I have completed a comic based on co-mothering experiences from my
life, a creative journal outlining my process in creating the comic, and chapters on how comic art
works to convey trauma memory through metaphor, embodied experience, affect, changing
perspective, and non-linear representation; the bad mother myth; and art as mothering practice. At
the heart of this project is my interest in narrative development and narration as it addresses social
and cultural issues in a way that is both engaging and non-threatening – not so much what the
story is but rather how the story is told and received, the relationship between the narrator and the
audience, between language and interpretation. In this project I discussed specific mothering
experience fore-grounded in trauma from violence and abuse. I discussed comics generally as a
vehicle for trauma art and embodied experience as a vehicle for metaphor. I highlight theories of
trauma memory, metaphor and affect, to show that the three are interdependent in embodying the
narrative in my comic, A Trauma of Two Mothers: How to Make Art with Marshmallow. I
considered comics as a form of performance art – drama unfolding sequentially although not
always chronologically on the page, drama that depends as much on the voice of the narrator for
telling the story as it does on the written text and images.
Mireille Calle-Gruber’s interview with Héléne Cixous in their text Héléne Cixous,
rootprints: Memory and Life Writing is as much about metaphor and writing as it is about
embodied experience. Metaphor is the convention Cixous uses to make her complex reflections
accessible to us as readers; and metaphor operates similarly in comics, and in trauma memory.
Truth for Cixous is transformative in the act of creating, and her deliberate question and answer
conversation carries a metaphorical truth. She draws a distinction between breaking and
wounding using sticks and bones as a metaphor for written text – sticks and bones can both break
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and sticks don’t mend; bones mend leaving scars. Wounds are embodied alterations,
transformations, metamorphoses, and they heal leaving scars on the mind like cuts heal leaving
scars on the body. Metaphorically Cixous refers to the scars in written text as the stories, what
remains when events are over (16). This metaphor reflects the convention of frames and gutters in
comics – events or wounding happens in the frames but the story is developed in the gutters, in
the readers’ interpretations of events, which become the scars. This is especially true of events
where the reader needs to be protected from re-experiencing the trauma and left in the neutral
space of the gutters to interpret events based on their own experiences.
I draw on life history, narrative and close reading of personal journals and other personal
archival documentary material in creating A Trauma of two Mothers. I draw on my own
experience of the creative process and writing poetry to create the compressed text necessary to
accompany the images. Close reading of reference texts informs my understanding of comics
conventions, specifically how they work in my comic, and my understanding of embodied
experience, metaphor and trauma memory and how they work in art. The sources referenced in
this paper provide a critical language for discussing the creative process and the elements of the
comic. These processes raised many questions for me as a researcher.



What part do I play as the subject of my own interviews and holder of
experience the comic is based on?



What part do I play as the creator and writer of the comic?



How does my process of understanding my experience impact my role as
the story’s narrator?



What is the implication of how I present myself as an avatar in the comic?
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What are the implications of dialogues taking place within the comic
between avatars, which are really happening in my own mind during the
creative process?



What is happening between the comic and me as a researcher in both
creating and critiquing it?

When I began creating comics I was more focused on the trauma than on the writing, on
how to tell this story without seeming sensationalist. Using comics with its balance of words and
images I am able to dramatize issues and events that are often not discussed, or if they are
discussed, are portrayed in graphic detail so they are menacing to readers and invoke fear and
stigma. Although in no way funny, the comic is similar to comedic drama in allowing the reader
to experience violence or pain without experiencing danger. Leech describes comedy as working
to “draw the audience into a common experience … build[ing] a sense of common values and
common concerns.” She goes on to say that in comedy, “part of what makes these fears nonthreatening is the distance the audience has from the material” (106). This distance in trauma
comics, the expectation based on traditional comics form, contributes to the story by providing
space for the reader, an entry into the text.
Collecting data for my comic meant considering questions that helped me define the method
for my final project, and reading a number of resources closely to develop a critical lens or
framework for understanding why the comic is the most appropriate vehicle. Specifically I
needed first to understand each of the following in order to understand how they all worked
together in comics:



Why write autobiography?



How does trauma memory work?
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What is trauma art and affect?



How does comics work?



What is the significance of metaphor?

The journal details my creative process for conceptualizing and designing the comic. The
journal highlights the significance of symbolism developed in the comic and outlines how the
images come together and how they work with the text to create a dynamic whole. In creating the
images for the comic I use a very specific style, choosing to draw simple, unsophisticated,
apparently empty stick people bodies and line drawing objects against stark white backgrounds.
In the sense of metaphor, these characters are ironic symbols, juxtaposing their understated
simplicity with the complex details of the story they tell. The stark white background intensifies
the avatars’ impact in telling the stories they embody. This method of storytelling creates a
tension between the avatars’ visual contexts and the words outside the frames spoken by a single
narrator. The juxtaposition of the specific events and the way they are represented within the
frames with speech balloons provides a subplot where the avatars speak or act from their own
position in the comic. This provides hints at multiple points of view.
To understand more about trauma art, comics form and structure, the concepts of embodied
experience and affect, and trauma, memory and metaphor as they relate to art, I undertook close
reading of reference material noted in my bibliography. Embodied experience is a key convention
in comics where drawn characters and their actions work with the written text to convey meaning
or story. Cixous’s reflection on characters in her dreams go one step further in discussing
embodied reality when she says, “I am fascinated by the apparitions in my dreams of characters
who are the characters of the theatre that is my life during a certain period; because they always
appear modified, altered, in how I think of them or what they do to me” (28). Comics conventions
reflect this kind of dream-like movement characteristic of both metaphor and trauma memory.
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I grappled most with writings about affect by Clare Hemmings, Jill Bennett, Simon
O’Sullivan, and Arnold Modell. Although each scholar approaches affect from a unique
perspective two things became clear to me. 1) Affect theory is still evolving. None of the scholars
denied its existence and most are now applying affect rather than defining it – attempting to
figure out how affect works rather than what it is. 2) The latest theory attempting to conceive of a
language of affect is built on Deleuze’s original work. There are others but Deleuze is most
prominent. In addition to these writers’ perspectives on affect, Attridge, Bennett, Ware, McCloud,
Modell, and Salverson, offer perspectives on comics, trauma, art, memory, and metaphor that
contribute to my discussion of comics as art and performance.
Before I began writing about A Trauma of Two Mothers I considered my own
perspective. I am the author of this story and the narrator voices my perception; within the story
my avatar takes on one or more personas. These are distinct roles with unique perspectives on
every detail and incident in the comic. In creating comics I am putting myself inside a shifting
space/time continuum, and inside different personas. I am also travelling into the comic’s formal
structures of frames and gutters that both allow for order and accommodate the shifts, so the
stories while defying space and time still make sense and are believable. As an academic
critiquing the comic I had to step outside myself as a writer in the creative act of writing, outside
the narrator who tells the story. Many questions went through my mind.



How does who I am, the roles I play in real life impact my writing of the
text?



Does the fact that this is my story and I identify and empathize with each
of the other characters colour the scenes I choose to portray?



Am I capable of depicting a fair and balanced account of what actually
happened?
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Is this really a true story? Do the answers to any of these questions matter
to the telling of this story?

In writing comics I am collecting data from my own life, conducting interviews and
having dialogues with myself past and present, using my own memories and my own subjective
filter for choosing them and for talking about them. However, the incidents I portray include
archival detail from legal documents and journal entries and some historical, social and
demographic information as a way of framing the personal experience, adding authenticity and
lending credibility to the narrator. These include road signs, actual event dates and times, and
quotes from court documents and suicide note. A Trauma of Two Mothers crosses the boundary
between life history and narrative; adding yet another dimension with images, it crosses another
boundary into comics. A Trauma of Two Mothers is narrative in that it focuses on stories
recounted by the teller (me), but it exemplifies life writing through processes of self-inquiry and
self-reflection that are not necessary to the same degree for writing narrative. Comics provides a
method for dealing with issues as complex as Cixous’s and mine, but it makes the story more
accessible to a general audience. Our need to organize experience refers to both the inner and
external environment and metaphor can help us do that.
I use psychoanalysis, embodiment, and close reading in critiquing A Trauma of Two
Mothers. The critical essay while grounded in theory also represents dialogue between my
avatars and me. Conversations and interviews with myself in re-visiting trauma memory as recreated in the avatars and in journal documentation for creating the comic, takes on many of the
characteristics of one-to-one exploration used in psychoanalysis. Both the method of data
gathering and the method of creating the comic represent journeys into other realities – the
memory of lived reality from my past in processing information for the comic, and the reality of
that past as it is re-created in the comic and in its avatars. In addition, close reading of my own
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journals and other personal archival material, translated through my memory of actual
experiences is filtered through my current understanding, so there is a conversation between
myself as a writer in the past and as a reader in the present. In the critical essay, I examine
elements of the comic in a negotiated space within the frames and gutters, and then translate my
understanding into academic language in a separate space between them and me, outside the
comic. There is one transition between analysing the avatars and text and understanding how they
work together as art, and another transition between understanding how they work together and
explaining it in a way that adds to comics literature and discussion.
Using psychoanalysis allows me to explore why I related so deeply to comics as a child
and why I relate deeply with them again as an adult. In relating to Rupert’s explorations of the
unknown in childish fantasies I was escaping into something I could never really experience
because my lived reality did not afford the luxury of untroubled time and space – the free reign of
imagination. Using comics in conversations between myself and my characters as an adult
provides a way to explore trauma memories from adulthood, again visiting something I can never
truly understand. However, in the true sense of the comics experience, which is always providing
opportunities to readers for closure in the gutters between frames, there is closure for trauma
memory in A Trauma of Two Mothers through existence beyond me in the comic’s avatars.
Comics provides a ready vehicle for trauma memory.
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